
During his years at the University
of Ottawa, Marc Evans wasn’t
entirely sure of what career path
he was going to choose, however,
there were two things he knew for
sure: that he needed to be the
owner of a private business and
that he needed to work with—and
help—people. So when he was
entered into an entrepreneurship
competition at school, he met real

estate developer and Ottawa Senators franchise founder,
Bruce Firestone, who quickly took Marc under his wing.
“When I met Bruce, he told me I needed be in real estate,”
says Marc. “I couldn’t believe I hadn’t gotten into it
sooner because I’d already flipped two properties while I
was in school, so when he suggested that, everything just
clicked. It made perfect sense to me.”

Six years later, Marc is an owner and co-founder of
RE/MAX Core Realty, Inc., and leads the Evans – El Attar
Property Group with his multiple award-winning partner,
Tarek El Attar. Marc primarily serves the Ottawa suburbs
and specializes in single-family homes, although due to
the size and skill set of his team, he is very well equipped
to handle all facets of residential real estate.

Marc takes great pride in the coaching and training he and
his team receive, and firmly believes they are successful
because of it. “We’re like a championship sports team; not
only are we all athletic and competitive, we train three
times a week and we’re tested weekly on our processes,
marketing initiatives, dialogues and presentation skills,”
says Marc. “Our unofficial motto is, do it once, do it right,
which is why we invest a large amount of money every
year for high-level coaching to make sure we have the
tools and resources we need to get the job done.” 

Clients appreciate how seamless the overall process is
when working with Marc and his team. “The true mark of
a professional is making something difficult look very
easy,” says Marc. “We’re very transparent with our clients
and they always know what’s going on. When the entire
sales and marketing departments are involved, everything
is so smooth and it’s a huge relief to the client. That makes
a huge impact, which is very rewarding!”
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Equally rewarding is the charitable work Marc does with
his team. “One of the reasons we purchased a RE/MAX
franchise is because they have a direct tie with the
Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario (CHEO). We
donate a portion of every single commission to them,
which goes to research and development, staff training and
maintaining the facility. CHEO is one of the back bones of
our city, and giving back to them is non-negotiable.” In
fact, personal referrals to Marc and his team trigger a
much greater donation, which is their way of saying thank
you. “Referrals help us out, so it’s only right that they also
help the kids.” Each year during the holidays, Marc and
his team rent out a movie theater to show Christmas
movies for local children and their families. Marc also
sponsors Canada Day in his own community by providing
funds to cover food, fireworks and entertainment. 

In addition to working to become the #1 sales team and
brokerage in the city, future plans for the business are
currently underway, with Marc and his partners creating a
state-of-the-art brokerage loaded with amenities. “We’ll
have a gym, a game room, a serenity room, living room-
style closing rooms and an outdoor patio so agents can get
out and relax if they need to. All of us owners are top-
producing agents who know what it takes to create an
environment that’s conducive to supporting agents and
helping them grow,” says Marc. “We’re not in this to be
average; we’re in it to be the best, and it’s only a small
matter of time until we are.”
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